
Subtleties of the South Side: 

A Personal Landscape Perspective of the South End of Waterville 

 
Warning 

It began with a warning.  “It’s a bit more run-down on the South End,” she said.  “Poorer, more drugs.  The 
kids are rougher on the edges.”  She showed me a slideshow on her computer—pictures of a church, a playground, a 
street with a tumbleweed-like plastic bag, some houses that needed new windowpanes.  I remember thinking how the 
photos looked pretty normal, but maybe a little bleak (perhaps because it was cloudy and gray, or because there were no 
people present).  An empty playground can be quite ominous.   

 I first visited the South End of Waterville to meet the kid I would mentor for the “Colby Cares About Kids” 
program (Think: big brother/big sister kind of thing).  The person I spoke with dramatically warned me about the 
dismal neighborhood around the South End Learning Center where I was assigned, and I met the setting with a curious, 
but exaggerated anxiety.  My preconceived notions of the South End set the stage for my walk down the “rougher” side 
of the tracks.   

Oblivion 

I was amazed by the harmlessness of the site.  I thought the person who warned me “to be careful” was 
ignorant and silly.  I knew that the kids were great; the basement of the Church where I worked was welcoming.  I saw 
the center where I worked, and managed to casually glance over everything else.  It wasn’t until I decided to photograph 
the South End for this methodical photography project, that I slowly realized the visible poverty of those soft streets.   

Shoot 

At times, I felt a bit uneasy.  Signs of “BEWARE THE DOG,” or “PRIVATE PROPERTY,” and even one 
printed-out piece of paper, “IF YOU ARE READING THIS, YOU ARE TRESPASSING PRIVATE PROPERTY 
AND WILL BE PROSECUTED,” frequently affixed houses (The last, I began, scanning casually, then nearly had a 
heart attack jumping back to the street when I reached the end of sentence.)  (Naturally, it was all for not.)  Most people 
would be home in the day-hours when I walked around Water Street.  Eyes would watch from windows as I took 
pictures of next-door’s broken mailboxes, suspicious.  More than once, a person barged out of the front door asking 
why I was taking pictures of his or her house.  

And still I took pictures of broken windows, barking Rottweilers, dusty junk on the sides of homes.  I took 
pictures of graffitied obscenities, plastic-covered windowpanes, Natural Lite cans on sepia grass.  Pictures of trailers, 
abandoned furniture pieces, “South End Crime Watch” signs, and the many, many television satellite dishes.  Most of 
my photos convey a run-down sentiment of negligence and poverty, through these small subtleties. 

Conversation 

At the end of my undertaking, I ended up talking with some of the South End locals.  Conversation gave me 
new insight.  A war veteran showcased his porch’s collection of wind chimes and colorful light hangings.  A young guy 
walking his dog noticed my camera and we talked about my class, MONSTER energy drink (a South End favorite), the 
South End.  Kids asked me to play kickball with them on the street.  An elder woman talked about re-painting the 
wooden display-wells and garden gnomes on her lawn.  With a friendly greeting (“beautiful day!”) and account of my 
photography class (“I go to Colby…”)—a surprising number of people let me in on a new sentiment, a story.           

Appreciation 

 Having been visiting the South End for roughly two times a week for the past eight months, and having been 
actually experiencing the South End for the last two of them, I feel fairly comfortable when I say I have an 
understanding, a picture, of what this space holds.  While the poverty I missed at first glance has manifested itself in 
now-obvious neighborhood nuances, I have come to think of the South End as a place where people live in slightly 
splintering abodes, however laced with subtle care.   

While I regret not talking to the locals until the end of my walking journey, I am grateful for the new light it 
shed on my experience with the town.  I hope these pictures convey my progress of understanding.         


